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Partnership Teaching
with HOW2s
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Invite your learners to be partners with you in planning and
reviewing a HOW2 expedition— fine-tuning it together to
expand your joint repertoire of class techniques.
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SELF STUDY WITH HOW2s
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The trainer
sets the task.

On your own…
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Individuals work on
the task and write
their answers on their
mini whiteboards.

I think the
answer is…

2

OK everyone, hold
up your boards.
The trainer asks everyone
to hold up their boards at
the same time.
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And then checks
what is on them.

Chris, how did you
arrive at that answer?

The trainer asks individuals
about their answers.

OR

Why do you think that?
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I thought that…

1
Interact regulary about
learning
n Learners acclimatise to
this attention
n Ensure interventions
support learning

9
Clear space
n No visual clutter to
distract attention
n Speedy safe access to
learners

2
Desks in rows
n Rows may not be
necessary as long as
you have easy access
to all the group

HOW

8
Use blindspots
n Know what’s going on

3
Be unpredictable

n Vary your routes

4
Move from the front
n Make it normal
practice
n Show interest and
attention at desks
n If you need to address
discipline, it makes it
conversation private

7
Reinforce positively
& non–verbally
Follow up checking
on work with
n a smile, or
n a nod

5

6
Move in close
n Stand next to off–task
learners
n Your proximity may
avoid need for any
intervention
n If intervention it will
be private

Move early
n Show you own the
room by walking
around it
n Show your
confidence

PINPOINT AND PLAN

INVITE AND PARTNER

SHOW AND EXPLAIN

Identify the learning skills you want to develop in your
learners. Judge their current capacity to collaborate in
a partnership approach to teaching and learning.

Find a HOW2 that matches your assessment of the
challenges. Then invite your learners to be partners in
this HOW2 journey. Go through how you will proceed.
And don’t forget to explain the benefits of learning in
this way, alongside their teacher.

Display the HOW2 infographic on the screen. Talk it
through, step by step. Use Talk Partners to re-explain
the steps to one another, checking for understanding.
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ADAPT AND AGREE

MOVE AND MONITOR

REVIEW AND IMPROVE

Get ideas from your learners about what they think
might need changing — and why. Don’t forget to give
your opinion too. Discuss and agree these adaptations
for your first run-through.

Test-run your adapted HOW2. Make constant
reference to the steps throughout the lesson to check
that everyone agrees where they are. And ask your
learners when they think they are ready to move on to
the next step.

Walk through the HOW2 infographic, asking your
learners what worked well and what could do with
further improvements. Discuss their ideas and
reasons, arriving at agreed tweaks to the route for next
time.
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SELF STUDY WITH HOW2s
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CLASS TOOLKIT

ROUTINE AND REPERTOIRE
Once you’ve practised the HOW2 and tried out your
tweaks, establish this latest version as a class regular.
Just calling out its title will be enough for your learners
to know what’s about to happen — and how.

